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Spin Safety

Sep 22, 1974 - at 5000 ft. altitude but will most likely perform quite poorly when he is surprised by a stall while in close proximity to the ground. Suppose we ... 
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS



for STALL/SPIN SAFETY



It should also be noted that adequately satisfying all these considerations probably would not be possible by minor modifications to today's common lightplane. Changes in one area have a habit of effecting others. Let's now cover the items in Table 1 one at a time: 1. STALL WARNING — The requirement for stall warning infers that something undesirable will happen if the aircraft is stalled, so sufficient margin must be provided between the warning and the stall to assure that the pilot can safely avoid stall. FAR Part 23 specifies that adequate stall warning, either natural or artificial, be provided 5-10 mph before stall. For most types of aircraft, this means a horn that is actuated at an angle-of-attack corresponding to that in 1 g flight at a speed of about 7 mph above stall speed. For the time being, assume the pilot, armed with this horn to protect him from stalling, is in the process of trying to recover the airplane from an unusual attitude near the ground. We can calculate the effect of the stall warning margin on the aircraft's performance, or capability to recover. Notice that the pilot must make his recovery while modulating the angle-of-attack such that the horn (or
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natural warning for that matter) is on only intermittently,
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since, with it on, he does not know where he is between stall warning inititation and the stall itself. He also knows something bad will happen if he allows the airplane to stall. This requirement adds, on the average, some additional increment to the margin already required. Assuming this factor amounts to only 2 mph at the 1 g case, we can refer to Fig. 1, which shows a decrement in practical g capability that the pilot is limited to in making his recovery. Surprisingly, this seemingly small decrement in g capability amounts to a considerable degradation in aircraft performance when expressed as actual turning radius as shown in Fig. 2. The practical limit of turning performance, when there is a requirement for the pilot to avoid stall, is more than 35% greater than the optimum capability



)TALL/SPIN IS the major cause of general aviation fatal accidents. NASA and the FAA are currently investigating the problem by evaluating and correlating the spin characterisitics of current designs, evaluating new pilot training procedures, proposing instrumentation, and other methods. I feel strongly that too little emphasis had been placed on designing the overall configuration for safe high angle-of-attack flying qualities and that not all the important criteria are being considered. Primary design considerations for safe operation of light general aviation aircraft in the high angle-of-attack flight envelope are identified in this article. This article concerns the flight envelope, including



only the near-stall, stall (or maximum usable lift), and the post-stall areas. Developed spins are not addressed, recovery from developed spins being a subject somewhat academic to the pilot who loses control of his aircraft at low altitude; and as will be pointed out, developed spins can indeed be eliminated with proper design. Before addressing specifics it would be useful to clarify a definition used with military aircraft testing that is also applicable for general aviation: maximum usable lift — "Angle-of-attack for the highest steady load factor that can be attained at a given speed, or angle-of-attack at which uncontrollable pitching, rolling or yawing occurs



or loss of control about a single axis or angle-of-attack at which intolerable buffeting is encountered." (1)* As you can see, "maximum usable lift" is a more encompassing and useful definition than "stall" when used in discussing the high angle-of-attack limitation from an



operation standpoint. DESIGN CRITERIA FOR STALL SAFETY



Table 1 lists seven areas of design consideration that are essential to safety near or above the angle-of-attack for maximum usable lift. Often, when aircraft designers design for stall/spin safety, they concern themselves with only two or three of these items, but strong consideration of all seven is necessary to assure adequate stall/spin accident prevention. These seven criteria are not necessarily listed in order of importance. For example, there are aircraft types whose common occurring stall/spin accidents could be prevented by improving Nos. 4 and 5 alone.



of the aircraft for the conditions shown.



The important thing to emphasize is that if nothing undesirable were to happen at maximum usable lift, and if the pilot could practically use all the aircraft's turning capability without fear of stall, he could greatly increase his chances of a successful recovery. Also, from a design standpoint, if the required margin above stall were reduced or eliminated, by assuming the pilot could safely use maximum attainable lift, the designer could use considerably higher wing loadings and thus obtain increased cruise performance. 2. LONGITUDINAL FLYING QUALITIES NEAR MAXIMUM USABLE LIFT — The value of static margin near the stall has a marked effect on an aircraft's susceptibility to an inadvertent stall. Static margin often varies above the angle-of-attack at which some separation occurs on some portion of the aircraft. As shown in Fig. 3, static margin can either increase or decrease prior to stall. An increase, of course, is favorable, resulting in an increase in stick force required to stall the airplane. The classic g break or instantaneous loss of some lift at the stall angle-of-attack has always been thought of as a necessary evil, and an a ; rcraft's stall characteristics, at least from a longitudinal sense, are generally described by relating to the severity of the g break and the altitude required to recover to level flight after corrective pitch down control is applied. This is a maneuver which



the pilot can perform quite well when practicing stalls at 5000 ft. altitude but will most likely perform quite poorly when he is surprised by a stall while in close proximity to the ground. Suppose we consider eliminating stall by mechanically limiting the elevator travel to a value slightly under that required to stall the wing. Fig. 4 shows why that approach would not be practical for a conventional



aircraft. Sufficient spread in the elevator requirement
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with eg position would significantly limit maximum



angle-of-attack at forward eg. An even greater percen-



tage spread occurs in the maximum lift coefficient due to the negative contribution of the tail-down load. Further complicating the attempt is the generally greater elevator requirements in ground effect. 3. LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL FLYING QUALITIES NEAR MAXIMUM USABLE LIFT — The first thing to be covered under this heading should be the uncommanded departure from controlled flight. This is characterized by a loss of directional stability causing the nose to slice



and couple to roll, or by an unsymmetrical wing stall causing an immediate uncommanded roll. In either case, the pilot must first lower his angle-of-attack, regain lateral-directional control, and then continue his maneuver, being more careful this time. Here again, while he may be able to show exceptional performance in routine practice, an airplane that exhibits an uncommanded departure from controlled flight at stall is seldom forgiving when it occurs as a surprise to the pilot concentrating on another task. I feel that characteristic should be outlawed; however, we seem to be satisfied with a demonstration of an acceptable amount of altitude loss as a criterion of acceptance. While most general aviation types do not exhibit uncontrollable departure, most do exhibit quite degraded lateral-directional flying qualities at the approach to maximum usable lift. Most common is the need for greatly increased rudder coordination and the requirement for a significant amount of pilot compensation to maintain desired roll control. Here again, while it appears acceptable when he can show adequate control for a check ride, accepting highly degraded flying qualities near maximum usable lift is accepting another contributor to the stall/spin accident. 4. ROLL PERFORMANCE NEAR MAXIMUM USABLE LIFT — Let us consider the stall during the turn to final approach on the typical light general aviation aircraft. With a tail wind during the base leg complicating his task, the pilot overshoots his turn to final, tightens up his turn to avoid the necessity for a go-around, pulls it



Table 1 - Design Criteria for Stall Safety



1. Stall warning 2. Longitudinal flying qualities near maximum usable lift 3. Lateral/directional flying qualities near maximum usable lift 4. Roll performance near maximum usable lift



5. Climb performance near maximum usable lift 6. Visibility 7. Cockpit functional layout
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Fig. 1 - Maneuvering margin to avoid stall
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in too tight, stalls, and finds himself in an unusual atti-*00



tude. His task is now to unload to regain control (push to an unstalled angle-of-attack), get the airplane rolled to the nearest horizon, and make the dive recovery before using up his 300 ft. of altitude. FAA statistics indicate less than desirable pilot performance for that maneu-aoo ver, since it is listed as the most prevalent general aviation fatal accident. An analysis of that maneuver indicates that the maj- So ority of time spent in recovery is during the roll to level bank attitude. The pullout to level flight actually takes TURM less time and less altitude. Much more rate of sink is RADIUS obtained during the roll recovery than during the stall break and recovery to a controllable angle-of-attack. Therefore, if the designer could give the pilot an aircraft with immediate roll response that does not require accurate rudder coordination he could thus expect to save precious altitude when he needs it most. High roll rate capability at low speed without high adverse yaw is a feature obtainable only with relatively low aspect ratio which distracts from climb performance. 5. CLIMB PERFORMANCE NEAR MAXIMUM USAPOSITION BLE LIFT — The "stall after takeoff' accident is another one that is always attributed to pilot error but which could be reduced in number by providing the pilot with adequate climb performance at speeds below that for best rate of climb. Another condition where this applies is where the pilot has made a recovery to level flight at a speed too slow to climb and an altitude too low to allow acceleration. Low speed climb performance combined with proper low speed flying qualities could virtually eliminate the common go-around accident wherein the pilot finds himself too far on the backside of the power curve to recover. Current requirements call for a minimum climb rate only at the best rate of climb speed. Consideration should be given to a minimum climb performance requirement at maximum usable lift, even if it may mean a compromise in the minimum speed.
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Fig. 2 - Stall margin effect on maneuvering performance
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Fig. 3 - Static margin at high angle-of-attack SPORT AVIATION 23
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Fig. 4 - Mechanical stall limiting-conventional ailcraft
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6. VISIBILITY — Design considerations for visibility generally address only collision avoidance and ground visibility during level flight. Adequately satisfying these requirements is not sufficient to provide the pilot with the coverage he needs to easily recover from unusual attitudes. To be able to quickly roll to the nearest horizon he must be able to immediately identify it. Total coverage over the top is required. Some typical high wing aircraft provide vision blockage of the runway and traffic during portions of a normal landing pattern. This discontinuation of vision can increase pilot work load and thus distract from his ability to accurately correct for wind drifts while maintaining the correct stall margin. 7. COCKPIT FUNCTIONAL LAYOUT — While we are optimizing the aircraft to reduce the pilot's work load we should also address placement of secondary controls and equipment. Anything the pilot must find, adjust, select, switch, or check during a terminal flight phase (take-off, approach, landing, or go-around) should be designed with the following criteria: he should be able to
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